Current sequencing technology makes microhaplotypes a powerful new type of genetic marker for forensics.
SNPs that are molecularly very close (<10kb) will generally have extremely low recombination rates, much less than 10(-4). Multiple haplotypes will often exist because of the history of the origins of the variants at the different sites, rare recombinants, and the vagaries of random genetic drift and/or selection. Such multiallelic haplotype loci are potentially important in forensic work for individual identification, for defining ancestry, and for identifying familial relationships. The new DNA sequencing capabilities currently available make possible continuous runs of a few hundred base pairs so that we can now determine the allelic combination of multiple SNPs on each chromosome of an individual, i.e., the phase, for multiple SNPs within a small segment of DNA. Therefore, we have begun to identify regions, encompassing two to four SNPs with an extent of <200bp that define multiallelic haplotype loci. We have identified candidate regions and have collected pilot data on many candidate microhaplotype loci. Here we present 31 microhaplotype loci that have at least three alleles, have high heterozygosity, are globally informative, and are statistically independent at the population level. This study of microhaplotype loci (microhaps) provides proof of principle that such markers exist and validates their usefulness for ancestry inference, lineage-clan-family inference, and individual identification. The true value of microhaplotypes will come with sequencing methods that can establish alleles unambiguously, including disentangling of mixtures, because a single sequencing run on a single strand of DNA will encompass all of the SNPs.